This paper concerns treatment effects on correlated longitudinal and time to event processes. The marginal mean of the longitudinal outcome in the presence of event occurrence is often of interest from clinical and epidemiological perspectives. When the probability of the event is treatmentdependent, differences between treatment-specific longitudinal outcome means are usually not constant over time. In this paper, we propose a measure to quantify treatment effects using time-varying differences in longitudinal outcome means, which accounts for the constantly changing population composition due to event occurrences. Generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) and proportional hazards (PH) models are employed to construct the proposed measure. The proposed method is applied to analyze the motivating data arising from the study of weight loss in the Diabetes Prevention Program where weights after diabetes occurrence are systematically different from diabetes-free weights.
INTRODUCTION
Correlated longitudinal and time to event outcomes arise commonly in biomedical studies. There has been increasing interest in joint modeling of longitudinal and survival data. Typically, methods can be classified into three categories. Selection models postulate the marginal distribution of the longitudinal measures and the conditional distribution of the event time given the longitudinal measures (Diggle and Kenward, 1994) , while pattern-mixture models factorize the joint distribution into the marginal distribution of the event time and the distribution of the longitudinal measures conditional on the event time (Little, 1993) . Latent models assume some underlying latent variables, and conditional on those variables, repeated measurements and event time are assumed independent (Wu and Carroll, 1988; Wulfsohn and Tsiatis, 1997) . A variety of methods have rooted from the * Corresponding author. three basic categories (e.g., Gruttola and Tu, 1994; Henderson et al., 2000; Xu and Zeger, 2001; Lin et al., 2002; Ratcliffe et al., 2004; Chi and Ibrahim, 2006; Elashoff et al., 2007; Ding and Wang, 2008; Liu and Ying, 2007; Zeng and Cai, 2005) .
Depending on the research goal, longitudinal outcomes and event time are handled differently. If the prognostic value of the longitudinal measurements on the survival outcome is of prime interest, one may take the longitudinal measurements as covariates (Wulfsohn and Tsiatis, 1997; Tsiatis and Davidian, 2001) . If treatment effects on the longitudinal outcome under the same event occurrence process are of interest, the event time can be taken as informative censoring of the longitudinal responses (Lin et al., 2004) . Different from methods such as Inverse Probability Censoring Weighting (Robins and Rotnitzky, 1992) where information on the longitudinal process is missing after censoring, we consider scenarios where longitudinal outcomes are observed both before and after the event occurrence. Our method is not aimed to evaluate the treatment effects on the longitudinal process given the same censoring distribution. Instead, we target at the marginal treatment effects on the longitudinal processes while acknowledging the treatment-specific differences on the event process.
We propose a measure of marginal treatment effects that drive both the longitudinal and time to event processes. A three-step procedure is particularly adopted to construct such a measure. In the first step, we divide the longitudinal process into two sub-processes -one before the event and the other after it to accommodate heterogeneity among the longitudinal process. GLMMs are used to characterize the longitudinal outcomes in the two sub-processes, and the PH model is called in to feature the time to event process. Secondly, the weighted average of longitudinal outcomes in each treatment group during the follow-up is calculated, where weights are included to feature the probabilities or percentages of having or not having the event. Finally, the marginal treatment effects are estimated by the differences between treatment-specific longitudinal outcome means.
The proposed method is partly motivated by the data arising from the Diabetes Prevention Program targeting at diabetes prevention through weight loss for diabetes-free subjects with impaired glucose tolerance (Diabetes Prevention Program Research Group, 2002) . Weights and diabetes occurrences are the primary outcomes. During the follow-up, a portion of subjects developed diabetes, and often subjects' weights would change after a diabetes diagnosis due to diabetes medication. Models which are used to feature pooled diabetes-free and diabetic data usually assume a constant difference between weights in the prevention and placebo groups, and they do not explicitly reflect that the composition of the population is constantly changing due to the occurrence of diabetes. Here we aim to address this issue. First, we consider three separate models -one for diabetes occurrence over time, another targeting at the weight change rate in diabetes-free subjects, and the third one for the weight change rate in diabetic subjects. Then, we use the proposed measure to quantify the treatment effects marginally. Our proposed method can also be applied to a variety of settings, such as the study of quality of life in the presence of death.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the models and presents the measure to quantify the marginal treatment effects. Asymptotic properties of the estimator are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we evaluate the performance and robustness of the proposed estimator through simulation studies. The proposed method is applied to the motivating example in Section 5. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.
NOTATION AND MODEL FORMULATION
Suppose N subjects are independently followed up over a time period, say, [0, τ), and longitudinal and survival outcomes are both observed for each subject. For i = 1, . . . , N, event time and censoring time for the ith subject are denoted byT i and C i , respectively. The observed time is T i =T i ∧C i , where ∧ denotes the operation of taking the minimum of two items. Let Δ i = I(T i < C i ) be the event indicator and S i (t) be the survival probability for subject i at time t. The longitudinal process is further split into two sub-processes -(0,T i ) and (T i , τ) . Change rates before and after the event are respectively denoted as Y i (t) for t ≤T i and V i (t) for t >T i . Here the change rate of the longitudinal outcome is defined as the change between two adjacent measures divided by the elapsed time length. Let t ij be the time points where longitudinal measures are collected, j = 1, . . . , n i .
We employ generalized linear mixed models to postulate the longitudinal change rates (Zeger and Liang, 1986) 
where (ν i , υ i ) and (a i , b i ) are respectively subject-specific random variables, and (t ij ) and ς(t ij ) represent additional random variation among the repeated measures of subject i at time t ij . Furthermore, (t ij ) and ς(t ij ), j = 1, . . . , n i , are assumed to be independent, each following a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation σ, and they are independent of (ν i , υ i ) and (a i , b i ). Often, subject-specific random effects (ν i , υ i ) and (a i , b i ) are assumed to have zero mean so that marginal mean of Y (t ij ) and V (t ij ) can be respectively featured by μ Y (t ij ) and μ V (t ij ). Also, we assume a i and b i follow multivariate normal distributions with covariance matrices V a and V b , respectively, and they are independent of each other as well as ν i and υ i . The subject-level random intercepts ν i and υ i are assumed to follow two correlated normal distributions with covariance matrix Γ. Notice that two sets of equivalent notations are used in describing the longitudinal quantities -
. They refer to the same processes.
To reflect the dependence on covariates, we invoke regression models
where Z(t ij ) and W(t ij ) are covariates that could be timevarying, and θ and γ are the corresponding regression coefficient vectors. Link functions g Y and g V are assumed known, commonly taking forms such as identity, logarithm, logit or probit. For ease of exposition, a common link function g is assumed for Y (t ij ) and V (t ij ). Extensions to accommodating distinct links are straightforward.
The survival outcome is modeled by the proportional hazards model (e.g., Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 2002) 
where X i (t) denotes the covariate vector and β is the corresponding vector of regression coefficients. The baseline hazard function λ 0 (t) can be modeled parametrically or nonparametrically. Here we adopt a weakly parametric approach, the piecewise constant method, which is widely used in survival analysis (e.g., Lawless and Zhan, 1998; He and Lawless, 2003) . To be specific, the cumulative baseline hazard Λ 0 (t) can be written as:
where we pre-specify K time points, 0 = α 0 < α 1 < α 2 < · · · < α K , dividing the follow-up time period into K pieces, λ 0k denotes the constant hazard rate on the kth interval
is the length of the intersection of the kth interval with (0, t] . In our simulation studies, we select five cut points between 0 and τ so that approximately equal number of events falls in each subinterval.
The five sets of covariates Z i (t), W i (t), A i (t), B i (t) and X i (t) may or may not overlap. Note that although we allow time-varying covariates, the adjustment covariates are restricted to defined and ancillary ones. That is, time varying covariates whose paths are fixed ahead or decided by external factors, contrary to internal time-varying covariates that are generated by the subjects during follow-up (Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 2002) . If the covariates are affected by the treatment or exposure under study, inclusion of internal time-varying covariates would attentuate the treatment effects and require methods such as Inverse Probability Treatment Weighting (Robins et al., 2000) .
To feature the marginal cumulative change in the longitudinal outcomes, we propose the following measure
where E{Y i (s)|Z i (s)} and E{V i (s)|W i (s)} are the expected change rates, determined by models (1) and (2), respectively. They are weighted by two probabilities related to the event, E{S i (s)|X i (s)} and E{1 − S i (s)|X i (s)} respectively, which are determined by model (3). Here the inner expectations are conditional expectations of the change rates and the survival probabilities given covariates {Z i (s), W i (s), X i (s)}, and the outer expectation is taken with respect to the distribution of {Z i (s), W i (s), X i (s)} in the target population. Given the model setup of (1), (2) and (3), and assuming that
= E{V i (t)|W i (t); γ}, and
we can express the cumulative change η(t), defined by (4), as
To explicitly spell out the dependence of η(t) on the treatment indicator, we rewrite
where Z i1 (t), W i1 (t) and X i1 (t) are the treatment indicator for the two longitudinal sub-processes and the event process, respectively, and Z i2 (t), W i2 (t) and X i2 (t) denote vectors of other covariates. Correspondingly, the regression coefficients can be divided into the treatment coefficients (θ 1 , γ 1 , β 1 ) and the vectors of other coefficients (θ 2 , γ 2 , β 2 ). Denote Z (r) i (t) denote hypothetical covariate values if subject i took placebo. In reality, each subject often takes either the treatment or placebo but not both, so we would not be able to observe both sets of values.
Let
be the expected marginal cumulative change if the subject took the treatment, and it is calculated by replacing (8) with one. Similarly, the expected marginal cumulative change given the control is
and it is calculated by replacing Z i1 (s), W i1 (s) and X i1 (s) in (8) with zero. Here, we are estimating the longitudinal outcome mean changes if the same cohort went through treatment or placebo. As a result, the population-level marginal treatment effects up to time t can be measured by
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR AND ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES
In this section, we discuss estimation procedures and establish the asymptotic results. Without exception, these results require the following standard regularity conditions
independent and identically distributed. (b) The censoring time C i is conditionally independent of the event timeT i given covariates, lim ξ→0
bounded almost surely.
(e) The information matrix for the maximum likelihood
Condition (a) is a regular condition required in applying the Central Limit Theorem. Condition (b) corresponds to independent censorship for the event process. Condition (c) guarantees censoring is also independent of the longitudinal processes, which ensures that the longitudinal outcomes can be consistently estimated after censoring. Condition (d), bounded covariates, is a common assumption. Condition (e) excludes the cases that Z i (t), W i (t) or X i (t) has any linear dependency. Condition (f) means that the event process is identifiable up to time point τ , and condition (g) ensures finite longitudinal outcome changes over interval (0, τ) .
With the distributions of Y i (t), V i (t) andT i fully parameterized, the consistency and asymptotic covariance matrix of the parameter estimators, (θ,γ,β,λ 01 , . . . ,λ 0K ), can be established by adapting the arguments of Guo and Carlin (2004) . Specifically, we start with the joint likelihood of
Integrating over the distribution of the latent vari-
where p a and p b denote the dimension of a i and b i , respectively. The four components composing the likelihood (9) are respectively given by
The integration in formula (9) (5), (6) and (7) with their empirical counterparts, (θ,γ,λ 0 (t),β). Then, we estimate the expectation in (8) with the sample average by plugging in covariates Z i2 (t), W i2 (t) and X i2 (t), where i = 1, . . . , N, in the representative sample and take an average. Therefore, we obtain
Finally, we discuss the asymptotic distribution of the estimatorη d (t;θ,γ,β,λ 0 (t)).
Theorem 3.1. Under the preceding regularity conditions, we have
} has an asymptotic Gaussian distribution with mean zero and covariance that can be consistently estimated by V (η d (t);θ,γ,β,λ 0 ), whose detailed expression is given in the Appendix.
The consistency comes as a result of the consistency of θ,γ,β,λ 0 by the Slutsky Theorem (Sen and Singer, 1993) .
The asymptotic distribution is derived from the empirical Central Limit Theorem (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996; van der Vaart, 2000) and Delta method. Details are reported in the Appendix.
SIMULATION STUDIES

Performance of the proposed method
We examine a special but important type of eventsthe survival outcome is a terminating event, such as death. Notice that the longitudinal outcomes are not missing after the terminating event, death. In many clinical measures, for example the health related quality of life derived from SF-36 (McHorney et al., 1994) , the score for dead people is well defined, which is zero, representing the worst status. Therefore, we take the special case where the longitudinal outcome after the event occurrence degenerates to constant zero. And only the longitudinal sub-process before the event occurrence and the survival process need be modeled. In the simulation, each configuration contains correlated longitudinal and survival outcomes for 300 independent and identically distributed subjects. The longitudinal outcomes are generated as follows. Two repeated measures, Y (t i1 ) and Y (t i2 ), are generated for each subject from the linear mixed model
for i = 1, . . . , N and j = 1, 2. Notice we assume random intercepts but no random slopes. The two observation times are t i1 = 50 and t i2 = 100. Covariate Z i1 , representing the treatment indicator, is generated from Bernoulli distribution with equal probabilities to be 0 or 1. Covariate Z i2 is generated from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 0.1, and the regression coefficient θ 2 is fixed at 1. Random effects ν i and ij follow two independent mean zero normal distributions with variances σ 2 l and σ 2 , respectively. The survival outcome, time to event, is generated from the exponential distribution with hazard rate 0.02 exp(β 1 X i1 +β 2 X i2 ). Let X i1 = Z i1 to indicate the treatment. Covariate X i2 follows normal(0, 0.01) with coefficient β 2 =1. Censoring time is generated from uniform distribution on (0, 100], creating censoring percentages from 35% to 55%.
We examine the performance of the proposed estimator η d (t) under various scenarios. First, the coefficients for the treatment indicator in the mixed model and in the proportional hazards model, (θ 1 , β 1 ), are set as (0, 0), (1, 1) or (1, −1) to examine the cases of no treatment effects, treatment effects in the same direction and those in opposite directions. Second, the variances of (ν i , ij ), (σ 2 l , σ 2 ), equal either (0.5, 0.1) representing the cases when variation between subjects is the main source of variation or (0.1, 0.5) when variation within subjects dominates.
True values of the cumulative differences between the treatment and control groups up to time point
where all parameters take their true values. Then expectations over the distribution of adjustment covariates Z i2 and X i2 are taken through the Gauss-Hermit method. Finally, the expectations are integrated over time using numerical integration. Table 1 reports the simulation results on the performance of the proposed estimatorη d (t) where τ = 100, as well as the treatment regression coefficient on the longitudinal outcomes,θ 1 , and that on the survival process,β 1 . Each row corresponds to a unique combination of true treatment coefficients value (θ 1 , β 1 ) and variance level (σ 2 l , σ 2 ). The true value of η d (100) is also listed before its estimator,η d (100). We particularly report on the biases, asymptotic standard errors (ASE), empirical standard deviations (ESD) and coverage probabilities (CP). Our analysis yields consistent estimates with small finite sample biases. Model-based standard errors agree well with empirical standard deviations. In all the scenarios, coverage probabilities are close to the nominal level 0.95.
Evaluation of robustness: Unmeasured covariates
The marginal survival model (3) is fitted separately from the GLMMs, essentially assuming no additional correlation between the longitudinal and survival outcomes beyond the covariates Z i (t), W i (t), X i (t). This could be true because the two longitudinal sub-processes are conditional on whether the subject has or has not experienced the event. And we can try to include all relevant information in the covariates. However, there might be cases with unmeasured covariates for the survival process. If any unmeasured covariate is correlated with X i (t), it becomes a confounder. Even when all unmeasured covariates are independent of the adjusted covariates, they could be correlated with the random variables in the GLMMs such as ν i and υ i . To verify the robustness of our method, we generate time to event data assuming a random variable in the PH model as follows
random variable ω i represents an unmeasured covariate. The normally distributed ω i is correlated with the random intercepts in the GLMMs, ν i , υ i . We assume that condi-
, V i (t)) are mutually independent. Parameters are set up in the same way as Table 1. The only difference is the addition of ω i , which follows a normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ We notice that Table 2 demonstrates satisfactory point estimates and coverage probabilities obtained from the marginal models. When unmeasured covariates are of concern, any modeling efforts trying to adjust for the correlated latent variables make assumptions about the distribution of the latent variables and the form of the correlation, which are hard to validate if possible at all. The marginal method has the advantage of robustness over the method requiring specification of the joint models, as the former method needs less model assumption and is less sensitive to model misidentification. The coefficient estimates from marginal models can be considered as covariate effects averaged over the distribution of the unmeasured variables. What's more, the marginal method has computational advantage as it is often much easier and quicker to fit separate marginal models.
Evaluation of robustness: Piecewise exponential assumption
Piecewise exponential distribution is widely used to model event time distribution in cases of unknown underlying distributions. The piecewise constant hazard rate assumption usually approximates the true distribution well as long as there are at least 4-6 cut points and the sample size within each interval is not too small (Yi and Lawless, 2007) . In order to examine the robustness of the piecewise exponential assumption to different underlying distributions, we consider two scenarios where the piecewise exponential assumption is violated. Specifically, data from Weibull and lognormal distributions are generated. The hazard rate for the Weibull distribution is set up as {0.02 exp(X i1 +X i2 )} 1.5 . The logarithm of the lognormal distributed event time follows a normal distribution with mean 4 + X i1 + X i2 and standard deviation 1.5. In both cases, covariates X i1 and X i2 are set up in the same way as those in Table 1 . The random effects, ν i , and the longitudinal outcomes, Y i (t), are generated using the parameter values in the first row of Table 1. Censoring time is uniformly distributed over (0,100], leading to approximately 30% of censoring in the Weibull data and 45% in the lognormal data.
Three sets of models are fitted to each underlying distribution -the accelerated failure time (AFT) model assuming a Weibull distribution, the AFT model assuming a lognormal distribution and the AFT model assuming a piecewise exponential distribution with 6 pieces. Although we are proposing a proportional hazards model in Section 2 and using AFT models here, in the special case of piecewise exponential or exponential distributions the coefficients from an AFT model and those from a proportional hazards model have the same absolute values and only differ by a sign. Therefore, when both models assume the same piecewise exponential distribution, the bias, ASE and ESD of the proposed proportional hazards model are the same as those from an AFT model. Bias, ASE and ESD forβ 1 andη d (100) are reported in Table 3 .
The variance estimators turn out to be robust and the proposed method yields ASE close to ESD, even under misspecified models. However, the biases forβ 1 andη d (100) differ quite a lot when different distributions are assumed. The biases are smallest for the models assuming the true distribution. The biases inflate under the piecewise exponential model with coverage probabilities between 0.90 and 0.95, lower than the nominal level. Under the models assuming distribution other than the true underlying distribution or piecewise exponential, the biases are largest. In summary, the piecewise exponential model doesn't perform as well as the model correctly specifying the underlying distribution, however, it is generally better than models with misspecified distributions. In cases when the underlying model is unknown, piecewise exponential distribution is a reasonable and robust choice. One exception in Table 3 is worth noting. When the underlying distribution is lognormal, fitting a Weibull model results in smaller bias forη d (100) (−.87) compared to the bias from a piecewise exponential model (−3.40) . Notice that the bias inβ 1 from fitting a piecewise exponential model (−.02) is much smaller than that from a Weibull model (−.13). The reversed pattern in the biases ofη d (100) might be explained as follows -in the Weibull model, the bias for β 1 and the bias forλ 0 (t) are probably in different directions and cancel out in calculatingŜ(t). Hence, smaller bias in η d (100) does not necessarily mean better fit.
APPLICATION
Type 2 diabetes, also called non-insulin-dependent diabetes, affects about 8% of adults in the United States. Since treatments are costly and only slow the progression of the disease without a complete cure, prevention is preferred for people at risk. The Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) (Diabetes Prevention Program Research Group, 2002 ) is a large-scale, multi-center, randomized clinical trial targeting at diabetic-free adults with elevated fasting and post-load blood glucose levels. From 1996 to 1997, qualified adults were recruited at 27 clinic centers across US. Among them, 1,082 were randomized to the placebo group, and 1,079 to a lifestyle modification program. The goals of the lifestyle modification program were for subjects to lose weight through at least 150 minutes of physical activity per week and controlled calories intake. A recent data collection ended on October 31, 2008. At that time, subjects were followed up to 4,419 days. During the follow-up, 39% (417) subjects in the lifestyle group developed diabetes. In contrast, 49% (527) diabetes cases occurred in the placebo group. Variables collected at randomization included treatment assignment, age, race, gender, life habits such as smoking, marriage and employment status, and previous disease history. Laboratory measures such as diabetes status and weight were updated quarterly. Weight is one of the most important and sensitive indicators of general health and diabetes risk. A prevention effect on weight is a main research topic in DPP. The research question of interest here is the difference in average weight changes between subjects receiving the lifestyle program and placebo.
Linear mixed models are used to postulate the repeated measures of weight change rates. Adjustment covariates include length of follow-up, demographic characteristics, smoking status, cardiovascular disease history and high blood cholesterol history, defined as the low density lipid (LDL) cholesterol concentration higher than 130mmol/L. Subject-specific random slopes over follow-up length and random intercepts are assumed. Notice that the only timevarying covariate, follow-up length, is not affected by the treatment and all other covariates are measured at baseline. Therefore, no internal covariate is of concern here. After a subject is diagnosed with diabetes, he or she receives appropriate medication to prevent further degradation. The diabetes medication often affects weights. Patients' weights after diabetes occurrence differ dramatically from diabetesfree weights when subjects are not taking the medications. Therefore, two separate models are employed to model the weight change rates before and after diabetes occurrence respectively. Their coefficients estimates are reported side by side in Table 4 .
In the diabetes-free subjects, the lifestyle modification program reduces weights significantly more than the placebo group (−0.39 kilogram/year). However, the difference diminishes in diabetic subjects (p-value = 0.35). It would be inappropriate to fit a single model pooling both diabetes-free and diabetic weights, which can not distinguish different coefficient values in these two groups. The proposed method is flexible to accommodate nonhomogeneous samples because diabetic-free and diabetic weight change rates are estimated separately.
Next, we estimate the probability of being diabetesfree or diabetic. The output from the proportional hazards model assuming a piecewise exponential distribution for diabetes occurrences are in Table 5 . Constant hazard rates are assumed within the first year and every two years afterwards. The baseline hazard rate in each time period can be estimated by exponentiating the corresponding coefficient. Lifestyle modification program recipients have 68% of the diabetes risk compared to those receiving placebo (pvalue < 0.01). Table 6 lists the proposed estimatorsη (1) (t),η (0) (t) and η d (t). Lifestyle prevention recipients on average lose 0.25 kilograms at the end of year one, while subjects in the placebo group gain an average of 0.28 kilograms one year after enrollment. The loss of weight in the lifestyle group increases with time and reaches 2.76 kilograms at the end of 11 years. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the difference between the mean weight changes in the lifestyle and placebo recipients reaches 5.32 kilograms after 11 years. At each time point, the average weight loss in the lifestyle group is significantly different from zero. And the differences between the two groups over time are significantly nonzero with two-sided p-values less than 0.0001. In summary, taking the lifestyle modification program leads to significant weight loss regardless whether diabetes occur or not in the follow-up.
DISCUSSION
We propose a measure combining treatment effects on correlated longitudinal and time to event outcomes. The proposed method involves estimating event probabilities and longitudinal outcomes among subjects with or without the event in three separate models -a proportional hazards model and two generalized linear mixed models. Both theoretical and numerical studies are provided to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. In the analysis of DPP data, a challenge is present due to the fact that the composition of the cohorts changes constantly as diabetes occur and the occurrence rates differ in the Lifestyle and Placebo groups. The proposed method provides a method to assess the lifestyle prevention effects on mean weight changes. It is found that lifestyle prevention recipients consistently lose more weight than subjects in the placebo group, and the statistically significant difference increases with time.
The proposed method provides estimation of subject-level outcome-specific treatment effects β 1 , γ 1 and θ 1 . Moreover, it enables us to provide population-level marginal treatment effect measure η d (t) which combines the three effects. Together they provide a comprehensive view of the treatment impacts.
The proposed method is flexible in several aspects. First, models other than the GLMM and the piecewise exponential PH model can be employed to describe other types of longitudinal outcomes and survival probabilities. Secondly, one may include time-varying covariates Z i (t), W i (t) and X i (t) in the models to feature temporal effects explicitly. Thirdly, as the marginal treatment effects η d (t) is characterized by the integrals over the time period (0, t], the proposed method can accommodate varying visit times across subjects. Finally, the proposed estimator can be combined with other methods to handle more complicated data structure such as different degrees of compliance or hierarchical random effects.
The proposed measure η d (t) has potential applications in broad areas. For example, if Y i (t) and V i (t) represent the spending rates of medical costs, η d (t) can be interpreted as the mean difference in total costs up to time t; if Y i (t) and V i (t) are quality of life score change rates, η d (t) can be used to measure the average gained/lost quality of life scores over time period (0, t] .
APPENDIX A. ASYMPTOTIC VARIANCE OFη D (T )
We derive the asymptotic variance ofη(t) through the covariance matrix of (θ,γ,β,λ 01 , . . . ,λ 0K ) by the Delta method. The derivatives ofη(t;θ,γ,β,λ 01 , . . . ,λ 0K ) over the parameters are as follows
(1)
(1) 
